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take the reins is an idiom that holds significant weight in everyday language due to its clear illustration of control leadership and
assertiveness its ability to communicate an individual s or group s shift towards an active role in shaping their circumstances is powerful the
correct phrase for bringing something under control is rein in not reign in rein in is an allusion to pulling on the reins of a horse in order to
exercise more control the meaning of take the reins is to take control how to use take the reins in a sentence its literal sense is usually plural
reins are the straps fastened to a horse s or other animal s headgear called a bridle a rider typically holds one of the reins in each hand and
uses them to steer the animal verb how to use rein in a sentence rein 1 of 2 noun definition of rein synonyms for rein he has people working
for him but he has a tight rein on every part of the process these include the long rein the airs above the ground and the quadrille sheryl
devore chicagotribune com 16 june 2021 to allow something to happen freely and completely this is a post which will give your talents full
rein it s a task that requires you to allow full rein to your imagination keep a tight rein on sth to control something very carefully we need to
keep a tight rein on the advertising budget plural british english a pair of long narrow pieces of cloth or other material worn by a small child
and held by an adult in order to stop the child from walking off and getting lost the reins plural the state of being in control or the leader of
something it was time to hand over the reins of power to give control to somebody else reins the controlling or directing power the reins of
government verb used with object to check or guide a horse or other animal by exerting pressure on a bridle bit by means of the reins to
curb restrain control synonyms limit bridle check verb used without object to obey the reins a horse that reins well take the rein s to take or
assume control of something after the ceo announced that she had been diagnosed with dementia her daughter gradually began taking the
reins of the company to give someone complete freedom of action to allow a feeling to be expressed freely the designer was given free rein
the script allows full rein to her larger than life acting style when i paint i just give my imagination free rein to keep a tight rein on somebody
something reins are things used to control animals whilst reign refers the period in which a royal rules learn about the different meanings of
rein vs reign here reins in american english reinz plural noun 1 the kidneys 2 the region of the kidneys or the lower part of the back 3 esp in
biblical use the seat of the feelings or affections formerly identified with the kidneys rein definition a narrow strap of leather attached to each
end of the bit in the mouth of a horse and held by the rider or driver to control the animal a means of guiding controlling checking or
restraining the reins of government a means of controlling or directing the region of the kidneys or the lower part of the back especially in
biblical use the seat of the feelings or affections formerly identified with the kidneys reins reɪnz plural noun archaic the kidneys or loins
discover more word history and origins origin of reins 1 rein is both a noun and a verb for guiding and restraining you can use the long strap
or rein on a horse to control its speed and direction and you can rein in your own tongue by closing your mouth discover the meaning of reins
in the bible study the definition of reins with multiple bible dictionaries and encyclopedias and find scripture references in the old and new
testaments mewis takes the reins as vgfc women s coach world cup champion will coach women s exhibition game on june 22nd claudia
sheinbaum s electoral victory on june 2 marked a turning point in mexican history by electing the country s first female president but it is
imperative to go beyond the symbolism in having also been handed the reins of the u 23s mascherano oversaw a creditable campaign at the
conmebol pre olympic tournament victory over brazil in a must win final day clash secured second giving customers the option to switch to a
human assistant at each step of the interaction helps ai powered systems grant customers a sense of control over their service experience
suppose a
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take the reins definition meaning and origin May 13 2024 take the reins is an idiom that holds significant weight in everyday language due to
its clear illustration of control leadership and assertiveness its ability to communicate an individual s or group s shift towards an active role in
shaping their circumstances is powerful
rein in vs reign in correct usage merriam webster Apr 12 2024 the correct phrase for bringing something under control is rein in not reign in
rein in is an allusion to pulling on the reins of a horse in order to exercise more control
take the reins definition meaning merriam webster Mar 11 2024 the meaning of take the reins is to take control how to use take the reins in a
sentence
reign vs rein what s the difference dictionary com Feb 10 2024 its literal sense is usually plural reins are the straps fastened to a horse
s or other animal s headgear called a bridle a rider typically holds one of the reins in each hand and uses them to steer the animal
examples of rein in a sentence merriam webster Jan 09 2024 verb how to use rein in a sentence rein 1 of 2 noun definition of rein
synonyms for rein he has people working for him but he has a tight rein on every part of the process these include the long rein the airs
above the ground and the quadrille sheryl devore chicagotribune com 16 june 2021
rein english meaning cambridge dictionary Dec 08 2023 to allow something to happen freely and completely this is a post which will give
your talents full rein it s a task that requires you to allow full rein to your imagination keep a tight rein on sth to control something very
carefully we need to keep a tight rein on the advertising budget
rein noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Nov 07 2023 plural british english a pair of long narrow pieces of cloth or other material
worn by a small child and held by an adult in order to stop the child from walking off and getting lost the reins plural the state of being in
control or the leader of something it was time to hand over the reins of power to give control to somebody else
rein definition meaning dictionary com Oct 06 2023 reins the controlling or directing power the reins of government verb used with
object to check or guide a horse or other animal by exerting pressure on a bridle bit by means of the reins to curb restrain control synonyms
limit bridle check verb used without object to obey the reins a horse that reins well
take the reins idioms by the free dictionary Sep 05 2023 take the rein s to take or assume control of something after the ceo
announced that she had been diagnosed with dementia her daughter gradually began taking the reins of the company
rein noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Aug 04 2023 to give someone complete freedom of action to allow a feeling to be
expressed freely the designer was given free rein the script allows full rein to her larger than life acting style when i paint i just give my
imagination free rein to keep a tight rein on somebody something
rein vs reign which is the correct spelling prowritingaid Jul 03 2023 reins are things used to control animals whilst reign refers the period in
which a royal rules learn about the different meanings of rein vs reign here
reins definition and meaning collins english dictionary Jun 02 2023 reins in american english reinz plural noun 1 the kidneys 2 the region of
the kidneys or the lower part of the back 3 esp in biblical use the seat of the feelings or affections formerly identified with the kidneys
rein definition meaning yourdictionary May 01 2023 rein definition a narrow strap of leather attached to each end of the bit in the mouth
of a horse and held by the rider or driver to control the animal a means of guiding controlling checking or restraining the reins of government
a means of controlling or directing
reins definition meaning dictionary com Mar 31 2023 the region of the kidneys or the lower part of the back especially in biblical use the seat
of the feelings or affections formerly identified with the kidneys reins reɪnz plural noun archaic the kidneys or loins discover more word
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history and origins origin of reins 1
rein definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Feb 27 2023 rein is both a noun and a verb for guiding and restraining you can use
the long strap or rein on a horse to control its speed and direction and you can rein in your own tongue by closing your mouth
reins meaning bible definition and references Jan 29 2023 discover the meaning of reins in the bible study the definition of reins with multiple
bible dictionaries and encyclopedias and find scripture references in the old and new testaments
mewis takes the reins as vgfc women s coach wcax Dec 28 2022 mewis takes the reins as vgfc women s coach world cup champion will
coach women s exhibition game on june 22nd
sheinbaum will be mexico s next president but the military Nov 26 2022 claudia sheinbaum s electoral victory on june 2 marked a
turning point in mexican history by electing the country s first female president but it is imperative to go beyond the symbolism in
argentina team profile men s olympic football tournament Oct 26 2022 having also been handed the reins of the u 23s mascherano
oversaw a creditable campaign at the conmebol pre olympic tournament victory over brazil in a must win final day clash secured second
giving customers the reins in ai and human interactions forbes Sep 24 2022 giving customers the option to switch to a human assistant at
each step of the interaction helps ai powered systems grant customers a sense of control over their service experience suppose a
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